
Activity Report

Type of activity: Celebration of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav

Title of activity:
1. Har Ghar Tiranga Drive
2. Cleanliness Drive

Objective of activity:
1. To demonstrate love and respect for nation.
2. To promote the value of cleanliness, discipline and respect for the environment especially

on historical places for protection of our national heritage.

Name of the organization committee:
Holistic Health Club under AICTE SPICES in association with NSS committee of the
institute.

Date and time:
1. Har Ghar Trianga Drive-13/08/2022 to 15/08/2022
2. Cleanliness Drive-13/08/2022 from 7.00 am onwards

Duration of the activity: 1. Har Ghar Trianga Drive- Three days
2. Cleanliness Drive-8 hours

Expenditure Amount if any: Rs.4089/-

Target Students: 1. Har Ghar Trianga Drive-400
2. Cleanliness Drive -40

Mode of Session: offline

Program type: Drive

About the activity:

On the occasion of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav the Holistic Health Club of Y. B. Chavan College
of Pharmacy in association with the NSS committee of the institute organized Har Ghar Tiranga
drive and cleanliness drive of historical places. Awareness and flag distribution ceremony for



Har Ghar Tiranga Drive was conducted on 12th August, 2022. Flags were distributed to all the
registered club members and were asked to take selfie by mounting the flag at their houses.
They were also asked to upload their selfies on the government portal and also display picture on
social medias. Four faculties and forty students participated in the Cleanliness drive. The
organizer of this drive was Holistic Health Club under AICTE SPICES in association with NSS.
Cleanliness drive was held in the historical places, i.e. at Daulatabad fort, Bani Begum Baugh
and Delhi gate. Students and all the faculty members cleaned the area assigned to them and
strived hard to work for preservation of our heritage of national repute.

College principal Dr. Abubakar S. Bawazir, Vice principal Dr. S.N. Mokale, program
officer NSS Dr. Nikhil Sakle and Mr. Ansari Altamash, NSS coordinator Mrs. Nahid Anjum
Chishti, SPICES coordinator Dr. Marzooka Chishti, SPICES Co-coordinator Dr. Furquan Khan
along with students were actively involved in the drive.

Benefit in terms of learning/skill/knowledge obtained:

1. Generated interest among students to read books and explore on presenting their reviews
on it.

2. Students developed and used their creative skills, knowledge in depicting the role of
teacher in society by displaying short videos.

Feedback:

The feedback revealed that the activity was very well organized and the participations of students
show their respect and love towards the nation. The cleanliness drive inculcated a sense of
responsibility towards nation and preserving national heritage.
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